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his dynasty on the German and imperial thrones. In 1169
his son Henry was elected king and crowned by the new
archbishop of Cologne, Philip; possibly his coronation as
Emperor was also in Frederick's mind. At any rate, an
embassy was straightway dispatched to Alexander, headed
by Bishop Eberhard of Bamberg, who though a loyal subject
of the Emperor was known to be a constant advocate of
peace. The end of the schism was a possibility, since Fred-
erick was prepared to recognise Alexander. But the Lom-
bards proved an embarrassment, since Frederick refused to
admit them to the negotiations, and they insisted that the
Pope was pledged not to enter into negotiations without
them. And there was the difficulty of the German bishops
appointed during the schism, whom the Pope would not
recognise and whom Frederick refused to sacrifice. So the
negotiations broke down. There was nothing left for the
Emperor but to resume his old policy and to make prepar-
ations for another expedition to Italy, equipped to face the
renewed alliance of the Pope, the Lombard League, and the
king of Sicily.
The element of time was an important one, since the Henry the _
longer the Emperor delayed the more formidable would be
the opposition he would have to overcome* But after the
loss of one large army there was bound to be delay in the
raising of another, and his preparations were hampered by
the situation which had arisen in Saxony. The duke, Henry
the Lion, had not been satisfied like his predecessors with
authority in East Saxony only. His ambition extended to
the central and western portions as well, and throughout the
duchy he claimed a well-nigh sovereign authority over bishops
as well as over lay nobles. This brought him into conflict,
in the western half, with the archbishop of Bremen in Mecklen-
burg and with the archbishop of Cologne in Westphalia. On
the other side, he was in constant rivalry with his cousin
Albert the Bear east of the Elbe, and there was friction also
with the archbishop of Magdeburg and the landgrave of
Thuringia. Nor was it only the greater nobles to whom he
gave offence. The counts resented his treatment of them as
his officials, and his claim that if they left no direct male
heirs their lands escheated to him. Only by the middle
classes was his rule welcomed; he was quick to realise that
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